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The Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD) is part of the electromagnetic calorimeter of the LHCb exper-
iment. It is meant to separate photons and electrons at level 0 of the trigger. Particles generated in
the electromagnetic shower in the preshower and in the electromagnetic calorimeter (backsplash)
can affect the efficiencies in e/γ separation. Both experimental and Monte Carlo studies of this
effect are presented here.
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Beam energy I+B+P I+B B Monte Carlo I Monte Carlo B
(GeV) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
20 5.34 ± 0.13 <3.9 <1.2 1.26 ± 0.06 0.56 ± 0.04
50 5.99 ± 0.14 <4.8 <1.7 1.39 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.05
Table 1: Fraction of photons, of different energies, with a deposited energy above the 0.70 MIP thresh-
old for all selected events (inteaction, I, backsplash, B and pairs e+e−, P, contributions); after removing
an (under)estimation of the contribution from electron pairs produced in air (I+B); and after additionally
subtracting an (under)estimation of the contribution from photon interactions in the scintillator (B). Monte
Carlo estimated interaction and backsplash contributions, two last columns.
1. Introduction.
The LHCb experiment [1, 2] is designed to study B meson physics in the LHC proton-proton
collider at CERN. The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and its preshower (PS) cannot, by
themselves, distinguish between high-pt photons and electrons at the level-0 of the LHCb trigger
system. The Scintillator Pad Detector (SPD) [3] is a scintillator plane in front of the calorimeter
system, meant to perform the e/γ separation at this very first level of triggering.
Charged particles crossing the scintillator produce ionisation, while neutrals contribute little.
However, there are effects that can made the photon deposit energy in the SPD, such as photon
conversion before the SPD, interaction within the scintillator material and interaction of particles
travelling backwards from the PS or ECAL electromagnetic showers, this last called backsplash.
Therefore a cut of 0.7 MIP (Minimum Ionizing Particle) on the deposited energy is performed,
minimising these effects and without loss in electron identification efficiency.
2. Experimental results.
Two experimental measurements were held at CERN. The first one, in 1999, allowed the
study of 180o backsplash, i.e. at the same cell it impinges, with photons as incident particle [4].
The photons were obtained from an electron beam, X7 beam [5], when crossing a lead plate. Then,
electrons are deflected by a magnetic field and those from a given energy are selected with the
assumption that the rest of the energy is taken by a photon emited at the radiator.
For the beam energies used, photons of 14-18 and 44-48 GeV incide the SPD, PS and ECAL
system. The deposited energy at a SPD cell has the contributions of interaction with the scintil-
lator, interaction of backsplash particles and electron pairs produced between veto and SPD. The
electron-positron pair and interaction contributions can be substracted, so finally the fraction of
misidentified photons in each case are in table 1, which are compatible with the ones obtained from
GEANT3 [6] simulation, shown in the two last columns of the table.
The second test, in 2003, aimed to measure the backsplash produced by other particles cross-
ing near cells, called lateral backsplash. It was used electrons and pions, to study both electromag-
netic and hadronic cases [7]. The same X7 beam was used at CERN, providing electrons (20 and
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Figure 1: Fraction of particles that deposit an energy greater than 0.7 MIP in the 4x4 cell (for the selected
events) as a function of the x distance to the beam. Statistical and systematic uncertainty quoted (the lines
on the error bars correspond to the statistical one).
4x4x1 cm3 scintillator is placed in the roll of a SPD cell. It is mobable along an axis perpendicular
to the beam, allowing the study of backsplash as a function of the distance to the beam.
At Fig. 1 it can be seen the fraction of particles that deposit an energy higher than 0.7 MIP in
the SPD cell due to backsplash, as a function of the distance with the beam. It can be concluded
that the effect produced by 50 GeV electrons is approximately 50% higher than the one produced
by 20 GeV electrons and of the same order than the one produced by 50 GeV pions. Monte Carlo
simulation is compatible with experimental data in case of electrons, using EGS4 [8] and GEANT3
packages, but simulations for pions using GEANT3 show a higher contribution of backsplash that
the one measured.
3. Occupancies and photon identification efficiency.
Once seen that Monte Carlo simulations for electrons and photons describe correctly the back-
splash contribution to the SPD deposited energy, they can be used to estimate occupancies and
photon identification efficiency, among others. For electrons and photons it is used EGS4, simulat-
ing the SPD, PS and ECAL system with distances and widths as in the real experiment. For hadrons
it is used GEANT3, with only SPD simulated, and backsplash contribution will be estimated using
from the electron one, for high energies.
With the reconstruction software of the experiment, Brunel [9], for Monte Carlo minimum bias
events (proton-proton collision), it can be obtained the average number of each kind of particles and
energy distributions when inciding the SPD. This information and the previous simulations allow
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and deposited energies for a minimum bias LHCb event, shown at table 2. For the hottest SPD cell,
where more particles incide, less than 2.2% of photons will be detected as a charged particle.




Table 2: Average deposited energy and fraction of hits, in a cell per minimum bias event, by the forward
particles taking into account backsplash.
4. Conclusions.
From experimental measurements, Monte Carlo simulations of backsplash effects are validated
and these are used to estimate occupancies and the probability of photon misidentification in a
minimum bias event. For the geometry of the LHCb calorimeters, backsplash does not introduce
significantly bigger inefficiencies for the e/γ separation than does the interaction of the photon with
the SPD material itself, while the increase on occupancy due to backsplash is lower than the 5%
relative.
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